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222 LEADS 

$1.07 PER LEAD 

10 DAYS 
 

Client: Chris Garrett 

Niche: Health Coach 

Service: Facebook Ads + Funnel 

Result: 222 Leads, $1.07 Cost Per Lead (CPL) 

Date: January 2018 

Timeline: 10 Day Contest Campaign 

 

Context 

Chris Garrett is a health and wellness coach that was looking to jumpstart 

his business. 

www.fb.com/willtowellness


 
 

He had an idea for a fitness and nutrition course. He understood Facebook 

could attract leads but didn’t know how to run Facebook Ads himself and 

didn’t want to spend months learning something he didn’t enjoy, he would 

have rather spent that with his clients which is what he was passionate 

about! 

When he came to us at Hawk Reach, he had two objectives that he wanted 

us to help him achieve; 1) to get more leads for him to handle, and 2) to get 

more market data for him to create new courses. 

 

Strategy 

We knew to get a bunch of email subscribers fast, it would be beneficial to 

run a contest. A contest is the fastest way to get people on your email list 

and incentivize them to answer a quick survey. This survey would let us 

gather all responses to gather data and insight on what his audience would 

buy when he created his course.  

We decided to run a video conversion campaign. The video will introduce 

Chris to his audience and show off the contest prize: a new FitBit. From 

there, we sent the users to a landing page with a google form. This allowed 

us to get survey responses and email addresses. 

In exchange for their information, they would be entered into the contest. 

After they entered, we threw users into an email nurturing sequence to 

drive them toward booking a call with Chris. Chris would take it from there 

as he had this part of the funnel already handled. 

 

Ads 



 
 

 

Above shows an ad we used for Chris. The goal was to show people who 

Chris was and why he wants to help with nutrition and fitness. On top of 

the personal touch, a video allowed people to see that the Fitbit was real 

and get them excited to enter the contest. 

 

Email Sequences 

 



 
 

For the funnel we created for Chris, we also provided some email 

marketing services. Above shows some of the leads we generated to his list. 

After a User opts in and responds to the survey, we sent them into an email 

nurturing sequence with helpful tips and strategies to drive them to a 

phone call with Chris. 

 

Survey 

Below is the survey questions and responses. Their responses would give 

Chris great insight into his target market’s pains and needs. Based on their 

responses, Chris would be able to create a course tailored to them. This is 

exactly the proper market research that Chris was struggling to get without 

our help. 

 

 



 
 

 

Campaign Results 

 

With Hawk Reach’s help, the client had a 10-day contest campaign which 

exceeded his expectations. 

The above image shows that we managed to get Chris 222 leads for an 

average of a $1.07 cost per lead (CPL)! This can be seen from above image 

as ‘FitBit Opt In’ which means leads that actually opted in. 

This is significantly lower than the industry average, and was done in way 

less time than usual. This was all in a span of 10 days. Imagine 222 leads in 

just 10 days for your business. 

We believe the success of this was due to our strategy and how structured 

and planned the funnel. Although it was a 10-day campaign, there was a lot 

of planning before and we fully took over the process for Chris. This meant 

that Chris could actually focus on doing what he enjoyed, and left the 

technical work for us! 
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